Honeypot-A Secure Network System
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ABSTRACT

A honeypot is a decoy computer system for trapping hackers or tracking unconventional or new hacking methods. Generally as the number of users for a web service increases, the issues related to security arise too. So does the need arise to secure these systems for reliable and efficient working—One such tool is Honeypot. As the flow of data increases, the probability of gaining access to confidential data is also high. So detecting vulnerability becomes a preliminary task in order to overcome such malicious activities. In this study, the simulated computers on network are been secured using Honeypot's design and Framework which helps in many fields such as detection of worms, adversaries, illegitimate traffic, spread of spam email. The honeypots deployed on the network monitors the traffic for any anonymous users and track him to prevent further attacks.[1]
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently with the increased number of wired users, the attacks against the web services are increasing rapidly. The diversified services and its varying contents make it strenuous to prevent these attacks. To address these concerns, proposed a system of Honeypot. There are currently two honeypot technologies to respond to attacks against web applications. These include the “Google Hack” honeypot and PHPHop (PHP Honeypot). For the study of web application attacks, these offer advantages over traditional honeypots due to the fact that their existence is advertised. The PHPShell honeypot emulated PHPShell, by offering the appearance of access to the underlying operating system shell. All commands that the attacker executes are logged, together with details of the HTTP session in progress. If the attacker attempts to download any binaries we obtain a copy of these as well. [6]

Honeypots are an isolated collection of systems, the primary purpose of which is to elicit exploitation from attackers either by the use of real or simulated vulnerabilities or by weaknesses in system configurations, like easily guessed passwords. They attract attackers and log their activity in order to be able to better understand their attacks. Honeypots are generally categorized into two types: high-interaction and low-interaction honeypots. High-interaction honeypots are systems with a real operating system (OS) (not emulated) that can be fully compromised. The attacker is interacting with a real system with a complete service stack. This system is designed to capture exhaustive details on an attacker's activity on the system. Low-interaction honeypots only simulate portions of a real OS (e.g., the network stack, processes and services), such as emulating an FTP service advertising a vulnerable version of code. This could attract a worm looking to exploit that particular vulnerable version of the service, thereby giving insight into the worm's behavior.[7]

On the other hand, advantage of deploying honeypot is the ease with which they are employed. Although honeypots seek small amount of hacker information, the information is considered highly valuable for studying and uncovering trackers motivations. Honeypots are not always designed to identify hackers. Honeypot developers are often more interested in
getting into the minds of hackers, which then permits to design more secure system, as well as to educate other professional. Overall Honeypots are considered as an effective method to track hacker behaviour and heighten the effectiveness of computer security tools.

II. DESIGN

The design of the honeypot framework consists of following Data flow diagrams explained in two levels as given.

A. Level 0

The time period “degree of interplay” defines the shape of attack possibilities that a honeypot lets in an attacker to have.

In diploma 0 DFD to begin with IP deal with is generated then that IP is ahead via packets and this packet sends information to database for storage motive. Every time that information is crucial it takes or get proper of entry to from database through using respond decrease returned approach. After this method one document is generated.[2]

![Level 0 DFD](image)

Figure 1: Level 0 DFD

B. Level 1

In degree 1 virtual IP can be generated, after that packet is created for this IP and that packet is saved in database. After that one response packet is created to offer reaction to purchaser from server and ship that through the honeypot layer. At some point of this transmission one log record is generated for all of the approach. The log document contain all the information it truly is ship and get keep of with the id of the customer and server.[2]

![Level 1 DFD](image)

Figure 2: Level 1 DFD

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM

The precept desires are the distraction of an attacker and the benefit of statistics about an attack and the attacker they do entice intruders and can consequently lure a few hobby from the black hat community on the network, wherein the honeypot is located. There are classes of honeypots ‐ production honeypots and research honeypots. The motive of a production honeypot is to help mitigate risk in an employer. The honeypot offers price to the safety measures of an enterprise. Consider them as 'law enforcement', their task is to discover and cope with horrible guys. Traditionally, business corporations use production honeypots to assist protect their networks.

The second class, research, is honeypots designed to advantage records on the black hat community. Those honeypots do no longer upload direct price to a selected business agency. Instead they may be used to analyzed the threats agencies face, and how to higher shield toward the ones threats. Remember them as 'counter-intelligence', their system is to gain statistics on the horrible men. This statistics is then used to protect in opposition to those threats. Traditionally, enterprise businesses do not use studies honeypots. As an opportunity, agencies which includes universities, authorities, military, or protection research companies use them.
### IV. ARCHITECTURE

![Figure 3: Architecture of Honeypot](image)

The motive of a production honeypot is to help alleviate hazard in an agency. The honeypot adds charge to the safety measures of an enterprise. Recollect them as ‘regulation enforcement’, their pastime is to find and deal with intruders. Historically, enterprise agencies use production honeypots to assist defend their networks. The second one class, research, is honeypots designed to gain data at the black hat network. The ones honeypots do not add direct rate to a selected corporation. As a substitute they are used to analyze the threats organizations face, and the manner to higher protect in competition to the ones threats.

It also allows the simulation of virtual network topologies the use of a routing mechanism that mimics diverse network parameters together with put off, latency and ICMP error messages. The primary architecture includes a routing mechanism, a persona engine, a packet dispatcher and the provider simulators

**TCP:**

The transmission manage protocol is one of the important protocols of the net protocol suite, it originated within the initial community implementation wherein it complimented the net protocol. Therefore, the complete suite is normally known as TCP/IP.[5]

**UDP:**

Consumer Datagram protocol is part of the net protocol suite utilized by packages walking on distinct computers on a community. UDP is used to ship short messages called Datagrams however normal, it's miles an unreliable, connectionless protocol. UDP is formally defined in RFC 768 and became formulated through David P. Reed.[5]

### V. CONCLUSION

Safety is a very difficult problem remember. The critical element for constructing a relaxed community is to outline what protection technique to your organization. A honeypot is best a tool. We have were given categorized varieties of honeypots, production and studies. Productions honeypots assist reduce threat in an organization. Regardless of what form of honeypot you operate, keep in thoughts the level of interaction. Which means the extra your honeypot can do and the greater you can research from it, the more chance that in all likelihood exists. Honeypots will not treatment groups security troubles. Only best practices can do that. But, honeypots may additionally be a tool to assist contribute to those outstanding practices.
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